Puzzles and horoscopes
Double Crossword

Horoscopes
Cryptic
Across
7. Knowing there’s a fight to get a
point (5)
8. In such agreement cash, too, is
involved (7)
9. Stumble on crude oil in N. Africa (7)
10. Not a subject needed by most
schoolchildren (5)
12. An animal that could become richer
soon (10)
15. Priest very disposed to
waywardness (10)
18. Turn away a sick man who
returned (5)
19. Or a part, perhaps, in proportion (3,4)
21. Continue with the ironing? (5,2)
22. It stands to reason (5)

Quick
Across

19. Caretaker (7)

5. Deteriorating (8)

7. Unconcealed (5)

21. Stern (7)

6. Hits (7)

8. Voter (7)

22. Chooses (5)

9. Go before (7)

Down

10. Nimble (5)

1. Self-satisfied

12. Colony (10)

(10)

15. Irritate

2. Discourage (5)

greatly (10)

3. Inflamed

18. S. American

eyelid (4)

dance (5)

4. Up-to-date (6)

Sudoku

11. Undertaking (10)
13. In a job (8)
14. Serious (7)
16. Din (6)
17. Adhere (5)
20. Absorbed (4)

Down
1. Appears wet, perhaps, but may be
salvaged (5,5)
2. It supports a climbing animal without
comment (5)
3. Note from me to the doctor (4)
4. Battle suit (6)
5. Bob saves the traveller’s time (5,3)
6. They take no end of towels (7)
11. The opposition of different
ancestries (10)
13. Take notice of the French ship being
inattentive (8)
14. Support the strange seer (7)
16. Some politicians up in exalted
positions are lethargic (6)
17. Scope of anger (5)
20. Well-produced paintings? (4)

Word Spiral

Fill in the grid so that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9. There’s
no maths involved – just solve the puzzle
using reasoning and logic.

Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with four-letter words.
The last letter of each word becomes the first letter of the next
to reveal the key word in the shaded boxes.

1. Ditty
2. Deep cut
3. Quieten
4. Stop
5. Small duck
6. Noisy
7. Podium
8. Brood sullenly
9. Pavement’s edge
10. Male voice
11. Heroic narrative
12. Assert
13. Engrossed
14. Melt
15. Delicate strand
16. Scheme
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Keyword clue:
A language

Solutions
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WORD SPIRAL
1 Song; 2 Gash; 3 Hush;
4 Halt; 5 Teal; 6 Loud;
7 Dais; 8 Sulk; 9 Kerb;
10 Bass; 11 Saga; 12 Aver;
13 Rapt; 14 Thaw;
15 Wisp; 16 Plan.
Keyword: Spanish.
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WORD WHEEL
APATHETIC

E

How you rate:
15 words,
average;
20 words,
good;
25 words, very
good;
30 or more,
excellent.

SUDOKU

You have 10 mins to find as many words
as possible using the letters in the wheel.
Each must use the hub letter and at least 3
others. Letters may be used only once. You
cannot use plurals, foreign words or proper
nouns. There is at least one 9-letter word to
be found.

DOUBLE CROSSWORD
Cryptic: Across: 7 Aware; 8 Cahoots;
9 Tripoli; 10 Ruler; 12 Rhinoceros;
15 Perversity; 18 Repel;
19 Pro rata; 21 Press on; 22 Logic.
Down: 1 Waste paper; 2 Tacit;
3 Memo; 4 Action; 5 Short cut;
6 Rollers; 11 Resistance;
13 Heedless; 14 Prophet; 16 Supine;
17 Range; 20 Oils.
Quick: Across: 7 Overt; 8 Elector;
9 Precede; 10 Agile; 12 Settlement;
15 Exasperate; 18 Tango;
19 Curator; 21 Austere; 22 Picks.
Down: 1 Complacent; 2 Deter;
3 Stye; 4 Recent; 5 Decadent;
6 Strikes; 11 Enterprise;
13 Employed; 14 Earnest; 16 Racket;
17 Stick; 20 Rapt.

Wordwheel

ARIES (March 21 – April 20) Your path this week is in providing
comfort and fun for others. Be aware that you are so good at
providing these that friends and relatives may not want to leave!
One relative in particular will really appreciate your attentions.
Maybe you have not spent time with them recently? Although
you are not out to impress, you certainly will. Someone who still
admires you after a long time is waiting.
TAURUS (April 21 – May 21) Well, romance is in the air! In a caring
and creative time it just seems to surround you. Accept those
invitations or give out some of your own. Really you do need to be
in the right place to make those encounters. Those who are drawn
to you at this time are likely to be long-term friends. A few quiet
hours on your own as this week begins allow you to plan ahead.
GEMINI (May 22 – June 21) There is fun to be had this week for
sure. Family and friends may be scattered or not show a united
front. Even so, if you make the effort you can spread yourself
about and see most of them. This is a time, running up to the New
Year, when new friendships are made. This year those friendships
are likely to be longer term. Being much more adventurous and
trying new things is the key.
CANCER (June 22 – July 22) Recent changes have made you
appreciate a few quiet days. Quite often you are content in
your own company. The aim now is to give yourself and others
comfort and a stable situation. The holiday spirit comes and goes
according to your mood and even the weather! Such a sensitive
soul, though, appreciates what joy the New Year could bring.
Travel is the key to a fresh start.
LEO (July 23 – August 23) Keeping an open heart and mind over
this festive period fires up your imagination. Plans that include
someone close to you show promise if you both feel adventurous.
Finding a special kind of happiness and contentment revolves
around what you can do for others. Count your blessings this
holiday and be prepared for a bright start in a sparkling New Year.
VIRGO (August 24 – September 23) Precious moments in this
special week give the best of times with loved ones. Even time
spent on your own brings forth unusual and bright ideas. Pay
attention to any suggestions for the future. Be prepared to say ‘no’
if that is what you feel. Decisions made now could stand for some
time, so do be honest. Had enough of unexpected company? Slip
away and restart your day.
LIBRA (September 24 – October 23) Your natural curiosity is
aroused by a comment this week. This leads you to see others in
a different light. Before letting your imagination run away with you,
ask a few questions. There is much going on midweek and even
now plans are afoot for the New Year. Being somewhere lively and
new to you is a recipe for romance. An open mind allows for an
unusual encounter.
SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22) Relationships spell
success to you more than anything else. That can mean pulling
out all the stops to please someone this week. The joy is in seeing
how appreciated it is. Be careful what you wish for though, as
your every word could be carefully considered. Are you ready for
this, or even interested? Avoid letting plans for the New Year take
up so much time that you cannot be flexible.
SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21) Within all the fun
and festivities you may try to do too much. Burning the candle
at both ends could leave you with a very short wick! Let others
lend a hand. Even chopping carrots and vacuuming can be fun
accompanied by festive music. Involve much younger folk in
organising an event. It will boost their relationship with you and
their confidence.
CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20) There is a warm,
fuzzy feeling at times this week. That smile on your face could
hardly be wider! Whatever is giving you this feeling should be
encouraged in the New Year. Be adventurous at the weekend
when invited somewhere new. In a lucky period, make the move
that could change your fortunes. Tempted to stay at home for a
few days? Sure, but keep active!
AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19) Your romantic flair is
showing, Aquarius! Someone realises how much you have done
for them over the last year. When the desire is there it is easy to
keep love alive, so be sure not to let familiarity cloud your view.
Taking someone for granted is never a good idea. Perhaps you
could be planning a quiet, romantic New Year?
PISCES (February 20 – March 20) It is hard to be practical when
there is so much going on around you. Even so, something that
you are keen to get on with keeps popping into your mind. Getting
going earlier sees you getting so much more done. Well, you do
prefer to be organised. Remember, though, that this is a family
and friends time. Memories can be made. Just get out and in with
the fun.

